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Skira/Rizzoli. 1 Cloth(s), 2011. hard. Book Condition: New. Known for her life-size, jaw-dropping
sculptures covered entirely in beads, Californian artist Liza Lou has had audiences and critics
spellbound since her debut exhibition Kitchen was unveiled in 1996. Lou's full-scale replica of a
complete kitchen and the objects within took the spirit of pop art to a further level, compelling
viewers to consider every aspect of that familiar environment anew, and was followed by works like
Backyard and Trailer, as well as presidential portraits, figural sculptures, and sober re-creations of
prison installations like Security Fence and Cell. This retrospective is beautifully illustrated with
more than 200 photographs, and includes three substantive essays and an interview with the
artist."This gorgeous volume collects two decades of Lou's obsessive beadwork art, beginning with
the amazing Kitchen from 1996, through her later, darker work, such as 2008's Maximum Security,
completed in South Africa, where Lou currently resides. The contributors provide excellent insight
into Lou's art, life, and influences. [Peter] Schjeldahl kicks things off by discussing the early work,
including Kitchen and Back Yard, aptly describing the former as 'ungraspable in its wholeness,' and
the latter as 'a steady-state hallucination.' [Eleanor] Heartney focuses on Security Fence,...
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An incredibly awesome publication with perfect and lucid reasons. It can be writter in simple phrases and not confusing. I am just delighted to let you know
that this is actually the very best publication i actually have study during my very own lifestyle and could be he best publication for actually.
-- Pa ula  Gutkowski-- Pa ula  Gutkowski

Here is the very best book i have study until now. It is rally fascinating throgh looking at period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr . B la z e Runolfsson IV-- Dr . B la z e Runolfsson IV
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